


submissions

detroit kite festival asked the folks of 
Michigan to submit their work centered around 
one theme: kites. From the physical appearance, 
to the ever-flowing movement by wind, to the 
word translated in several languages, we 
bring you the collection of work by writers, 
activists, engineers, artists, illustrators, 
screen printers, designers and all-around 
awesome human beings. 

in order of appearance

1. letter from the kite queen, margo dalal
2. kite collage, kurt willy manuel
3. taut, michele oberholtzer
4. how to fly a kite, arthur bledose
5. kite-flying with friends, andrew price
6. me & the kites ain’t friends, zech alcala
7. kite doodle, julie pedtke
8-9. kite strings, arthur bledose
10. K!TE, david pietrusa
11. color me page, alleah webb
12. belle isle kite meet-up, tanya jenay moutzalias
13. a poem about kites, andrew malcom dooley
14. watercolor, matthew mavens-moyer
15. 116. geometrically designed kites, matthew tait
17. around the world, eric james wilson
18. anatomy of a kite, arthur bledose

dkf was founded by margo dalal, matthew tait, arthur 
bledose, katie hearn and zoe minikes. cover design and 
layout by amelia eramya.













me & kites ain’t friends

hey, kites. i got a question for you.
how come you can fly, but i can’t?
what makes you so special?
you ain’t nothing but two sticks  
and some newspaper i found.
this isn’t even kite string.  
this is yarn; the weakest of strings.
why you get to soar majestically  
amongst the pigeons?
why i got to enjoy  you from the ground  
like some flightless beast?
why you and not me?
answer me!
how convenient; you can fly but  
you can’t explain yourself.
this is why we haven’t been  
cool in all these years....
...because you can fly,  
but you can’t share your feelings.
this is why none of my relationships work out.
because i date people who act like kites.

by Zech Alcala

















The geometric kite is made of 
cardboard and glassine paper, 
designed by Detroit-based 
designer Matthew Tait. It is 
inspired by the work of Spanish 
designer José María Yturralde.



Left: An image of the inspiration, 
by José María Yturralde.



How do you feel about writing a poem about kites?

Okay sure, Amelia, but does it have to be good?
Because I have not written a good poem
in some time. Or, you know, ever 
flown a kite well.
These feel like basic requirements.
Pre-requisites. Same as the supplies on a park bench:
The cross simple as Palm Sunday.
The limp cloth. The bobbin bound skyward,
yes of course this appeals to me.

And the taut, suspended dance 
has long strung through me.
Forgive this unspooling,
but who hasn’t wanted to harness that kind of whimsy. 
I mean I’ve encyclopediad the festivals, all of the best ones
seen the segmented dragons swimming through sulfur, the messy manta 
rays bobbing in their own swirl. It’s always
a swirl.

You know the Internet has been telling me Margo
started a kite festival over Belle
Isle where the wind is relentless and the water stubborn and swift but still
on the surface and I have to be honest Amelia I am getting my hopes up
more and more just as I write this
that I’ll be able to finally get a sweet little quadrilateral to stick skybound
—to hop and hang while peering over Canada
but still pull back to sleep
in my grateful shaking hands.

by Andrew Malcolm Dooley
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